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although it has been illegal in the us for decades, the use of crack and powder cocaine continues to have a negative impact on the nation s health and that of young people. this negative impact has been linked to violence and other social ills. these trends suggest that the criminal justice system is targeting the poor, low-income african american population for incarceration and not the relatively affluent white users of powder cocaine. the researchers advocate change in the criminal justice system to lessen the racial disparities in sentencing, which may help reduce crack
cocaine arrest rates and drug-related violence. he conclusions of the study, as presented by the national bureau of economic research, were that the use of crack as a dangerous, hard drug is largely responsible for the steep rise in crack arrest rates. criminologists have traditionally assumed that the crack arrest rate increased due to factors such as arrest practices, proximity to crack markets and geographic variation in crack cocaine. yet, the research study found these factors to be less important than expectations about crack use. crack use is heavily concentrated among a

population of the poor, young, and african american, which makes them more likely to be targeted by law enforcement. crack use tends to be strong with cocaine use, and young african american cocaine users had a higher preference for crack use. this study, as well as another recent study from the huffington post, has raised more questions than answers. one of the questions i have is, “if the crack arrest rate is actually a proxy for cocaine use, why doesn’t the cocaine arrest rate increase at the same rate?” the researchers articulate that crack users typically take more
cocaine than powder users due to their higher inclination to use more potent forms of cocaine and the instability of cocaine base. as they note, crack has been made more potent by the use of other drugs and inhalants. powder cocaine comes in a crystal form and it has remained relatively unchanged for decades, while crack often contains caffeine, guarana or other stimulants. this is another reason why crack use is more highly concentrated among a socioeconomically marginalized segment of the population, for example african americans, as they are more likely to have

access to inexpensive, readily available stimulants. in other words, the use of crack does not seem to be the driving force behind the increase in crack arrests, but rather a leading indicator, in the form of cocaine use.
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windows 10 dell xps 13 notebook review Risk factors for HIV and human immunodeficiency virus-related (HIV-related) outcomes are not well studied. Comorbid HIV
infection appears to modify the effects of other risk factors for HIV, including a history of multiple sexual partners and crack cocaine use. Some evidence also

suggests that HIV may influence the health consequences associated with crack cocaine use. More research is needed to improve characterization of the relationships
among HIV, drug use, and HIV-related health outcomes. 5ec8ef588b
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